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Abstract 
Many problems with regard 10 the development and 
implementation of infonnation technology are organiz
ational problems ("it works but it does not fit"). 
Research shows that in IT-projects insufficient attention 
is paid 10: 

* organizational consequences of technical changes, 
* cost-benefit analysis of technological change, 
* changes in the quality of work, 
* training, education, recruitment and selection, 
* the decision making processes (project organization; 
user participation). 
These problems are caused by 
* the OM-dimensional, Uchnical point of view of techno
logical change (While the importance of social and or
ganizational aspects is being underestimated) and 
* the lUlbaJanced power, the lack of participation of the 
so called 'powerless' groups involved in technological 
innovation: the users, the management. the staff. 
The development and implementation of information 
technology need an integraud approach in which the 
redesigning of technology and organization is a mutual 
and interrelaled process. 
Traditional information technology methodology and 
IOOls may be insufficient for such complex task. The 
integrated approach needs new methods and new instru
ments, in which special auention is paid 10 the partici
pation of users. management, and staff in the decision
making process of technological development 

For Example ... 
Insurance Company 'The Hope' 
Once there was an insurance company involved in a 
complex process of technological change. New systems 
and procedures had to be developed. This process also 
implicated a change in the work organization .. new tasks 
had to be carried out and old ones would disappear. 
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It was not the first technological change the company 
was involved in. Everybody remembered the last time 
and especially its complete disaster!! For example.. the 
flJ'St week after the implementation the system was 'out' 
for three days... thousands of dala appear to be 'mis
sing' .. new tasks emerged suddenly .. the work load 
increased rapidly .. training programmes were promised 
but never carried out. etc. 
"Teething troubles of the new syStem!", they said! 
That might be true, but the disillusion was great and all 
parties involved - the management. the workers, the DP 
staff - were keen to do it better this time. Everybody 
was aware of the fact that technological change can only 
be successful if all parties would really participate in the 
decision making process with regard to the aUlDmation 
project Participation was regarded as the key 10 solve 
all problems. The company crealed, especially for this 
new automation project. a 'project organization'. In this 
project organization there was an important role for the 
user group, in which representatives of the users would 
make proposals for the functioning of the new system. 
It looked fine. And in good spirits they all started the 
project .. 

JIlM 
RumollTs ill the Policy Departmem: thert will be another 
automation project! The Head of the Depar~nt, how
ever, emphasizes that this time everything is mIlCh betur 
orgtmized thall ill the past. For uampk, there is a wer 
group 0IId therefore there is room for participaJionJ 
Who will be part of this wer group? 
"John", the Head says, "John, will YOIl participau? 
Actwlily YO" are the only OM ill 01lT Departmem who 
was illvolved ill automation projects earlier. You IPUlSt 
Icnow how to luwJle these things ... .. 
John agrees to participau. Other employees, among 
them Sally 0IId Carl, join the group. 

At the fITst mettillg the weT group disc/lSUS the report 
'To Go Top' of the DP-departmem, which preselltS ill 



detail the proposals 0/ the MW alllOmalion project. 
Sally and Carl tJjd reod this report be/ore the meeting. 
Although they IIIIIkrstand the maill ilUas presellled ill it, 
they do IlOl always IIIIIkrstand precisely the detailed 
descriptions 0/ the procus of development and impk
mentalioll. Many technical uplicllli.ons are IIOt ckar to 
them. At the meeting itself Chris from the DP-depart
ment - he is responsible lor the project - gives a short 
uplanation. But, Sally and Carl [wi. it hard sometimes 
to /ollow the line 0/ argll1MlItS Chris elaborates. 
" .. therqore, if we install the 420, we can run this debug 
programme, which I uplaiJud to )'Ou earlier, and then it 
will be possibk to start the Testing Phase I in the begin
llillg 0/ September", Chris ends his explanatioll, "are 
there any questions or remarlcs?" 
"So, we choose the 420 and IIOt the F30?", John asles. 
'That is right, John", Chris says, 'That sums more 
sophisticated due to the larger ilitelVention capacity of 
the 420 ... Ally more questions" 
Sally hesitates. She is afraUl that everybody will thinJc 
she is dumb, if she would admit thot some remorlcs or 
descriptions are IIOt clear to her... She looles at the 
others. They all uep silent, Carl as well. 
" .. .Alright. Than we can get started with this plan!", the 
Chairman decilUs, "ThanJc you/or your contributions." 
When they return to the Department, Carl says to Sally: 
"I did not get it at all! Most of it is abracadabra to me!" 
They look at each other: "Well, il dbesn't malter .. we 
will see ..... 

In the meetillg room Chris collects his overhead sheets. 
He thiw: "I wonder .. John is OK, bill the others ... I db 
not thinJc that they will ever produce a good ilUa .. But, 
who knows ... we will see" 

SepUmHr 
Chris walles 0111 of the meeting room of the user group. 
He is angry. 
"If that is the way it goes, we will never moU it bqore 
Christmasl", he complains to JOM. John knows uactly 
what Chris means. In the IIS4r group discussions had 
beell started over and over agaill, there were no plaill 
decisions made and Chris had to explain everything 
twice. Today, for uample, the user group discussed the 
lay-out of the scrun: how to arrange columns and data 
on the screell. It seems a simple motUr: just a motter of 
arrangillg simple data like policy numbers, several 
amounts, datu, etc. Bill in the user group they upt 
bleating abolll it: 'That is IIOt the way we work.. ", they 
saUl, " .. and where db I pili the COlllrol figures?" And 
again Chris had to uplain that - of course - with the 
MW system )'Ou will never work uactly in the same way 
as in the past and that an aUlomoud system dQes not 
need control figures. because it controls itself! But it 
seems that they tJjd IIOt want to IIIIIkrstand it. It really 
dejects Chris. 
"ut us 1001.: at the screen Iay-Olll together!" John sug
gests. 
No probkms lor them. The same afternoon they develop 
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a brand MW lay-olll; and more, Chris produces an 
uample 'Of the screen Iay-out 011 his IIOte-book. 
The nut meetillg they proudly present their solution in 
the IIS4r group and suddenly all members of the group 
accept their ilUas. "Good job, Chris", Sally says, "Now I 
see what )'Ou meant last week". Everybody is elllhusi
astic .. 

"Well dbne", John says, 'That is 'coming and willlling in 
one move', as they say!" "Yu", Chris answers, "User 
participatioll is a hot issue and sacred as well. But when 
it comes to the point, it is always up to us!!" 

December the t. 10.30 pm 
Chris pillS dbwn his papers and logs off. It is Sunday 
evening and he has been worldng during the weekend to 
adjust this MW Policy System. He hopes it will function 
this time. Last week was a straight calamity. And not 
because he made a bad system! Technically it worked all 
perfect! But somehow the users were not able to use the 
system properly: .. they had difficuldes in filling in the 
amounts and numbers.. they came up with completely 
different procedures than he elaborated in the user 
group .. Even that dalrtMd screen lay-out tJjd not work! 
"Follow-up and maintellallCe" they call it in the man
uals!! Forget it, somedmes you have to spend more time 
at maintellallCe that at the sheer productioll itself! 

JanUilry 
Board meeting. On the agenda is the evaluation of the 
'Policy project'. Until now the system did not function 
properly. Even at this very momelll the system is out 
again. Another adjustmelll has to be made by the DP
department. BesilUs, there are many problems with the 
alllOmatic production of the acco"",. That port of the 
system is IIOt yet in operadon. 
"I db not get it right", the General Manager says, "in 
Manchester and Birmingham they work with an auto
motic acco"", production system for years now. They 
just bought it somewhere, ready-made I heard!" 
For a moment it falls silent. 
"Actually we have that in mind lor some dme now," the 
Head of the DP-department says, "Parallel to the pro
duction 0/ 'policy' we checked the possibility to buy 
ready-made packages lor parts of our system. There is 
this programmo Account, which seems very suitable for 
our account problems. If we linJc Account to our own 
system - which is very easy to db - all problems are 
solved." 
"Then db it!" 
"Do we need to discuss this in the user group?" 
"No of course IIOt.. after all it concerns just a small 
technical adjustment. It will not haW! any organizational 
or social consequences. No, just kaYe it ...... 

FebrUilry 
In the Policy Department the employees work with the 
MW sysum lor some weelcs IIOW. The sysum worlcs .. 
more or kss. There are not so many inte"uptions as in 



the beginning, but Mvertheless il still does not worJc 
smoothly. For instance, response ti~ is still high: 
so~ti~s il talces the system 2 or 3 seconds to react! 
'7hat has nothing to do with the system, Sally" Chris 
explains, '1t is callSed by the way YO" work in this 
Departmelll. No OM lISes the system before 10.30 and 
then, su.dtknly, everyoM 01 yO" wallis to work wilh it at 
the smne time. That produces the overlood .. /r 
"Well, it all seems very logical to ~," Sally says, "that 
is the way we always work! We begin wilh a batch of 
polis ortkrs, than we have ow fITst coffee break and 
than we prepare this batch lor processing .... 
'That I djd not Icnow! You Mver told ~!", Chris says. 
"Well, YO" never aslced!" 

And so on •.• 
So, in ortkr to prevent this long response ti~, the 
employees change their normal way 01 working. 
In the same way many other major and minor changes 
in the worlc organization taU place, solwions are being 
loud lor smaller and bigger problems that • ad hoc • 
e~rge while working with the new system. And all 
these small and large changes together implicate lunda
~ntal changes in the work organization of the Policy 
Depar~nt. 

The contents of the worJc have changed, but il is very 
doubtfw if these changes maIce the worlc more attract
ive .. so~times OM jllSt has to put in simple daJa lor 
hours and hours.. Besitks, the training sessions they 
promised have not been started yet! 

Furthermore, there are rMmoWS that the Account De
part~nt will disappear and that the empliJyees in the 
Policy Department will talce over the worJc. Could that 
be callSed by the imple~ntation of this AccoulII-pro
gramma in the new system? By the way, this imple~n
tation was never discussed in the lISer group! "illSt a 
minor technical application" they said, "without organi
zational consequences ... H 

What the hell do they call 'organizational consequen
ces', if the tkletion 01 an entire Depart~nt is not qual
ified as such? 

It is all very disappoiflling ... 

~ackgrounds or Success and Failure 
Everybody, involved in technological change, will recog
nize these problems. In many organizalions - before the 
start of the project. during the development of the sys
rem and its implementation and also afterwards when the 
system functions - many problems rise with regard to 
social, economic and organ~tional aspects of automa
tion. 
Recent studies in The Netherlands - and why would it 
be different in other countries? - show that, according to 
the opinion of directly involved persons (DP-staff, man
agement) technological change is very problematic (see 
figwe 1). 
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figwe I. Success and Failwe 

It shows that 50% of the projects are considered to be 
problematic or te have failed. Suppose your bank: tells 
you that there would be a mistake with regard to 50% of 
your transactions! 
Such figures increase the importance of further research 
with regard to the backgrounds of success and failure of 
IT: which are the so called 'critical factors of success? 

The main problems of technological innovation seem to 
be, fIrSt, a one-dimensional technical point of view and, 
secondly, the unbalanced power of involved parties. Let 
us consider these backgrounds. 

One-dimensional Technical Point or View 
Hardware and Sortware 
Research with regard to the backgrounds of success and 
failure usually focuses on the problems of system deve
lopment itself (problems with regard to hardware and 
software). Indeed. in the fIrSt place success depends on 
the quality of the system itself. The new system must 
function optimally in a technical sense; it must be fast 
and reliable. 
Although hardware and software problems still exist. 
these aspects of IT have been improved tremendously, as 
IT companies frequently - and proudly - express: techni
cal improvements, new systems, new programmes, new 
networks, eu:. 
However, this exclusive focus on the technology might 
be a critical factor itself! It represents a one-dimensional 
approach. in which the technical point of view domi· 
nates: "once the technological problems solved, the rest 
will follow likewise". We must question the effectivity 
and the effICiency of this, one-dimensional, approach. 

Costslbenefits 
First. one should not exclude the economic cornponenL 
Suppose the system works and its results are reliable, 
but suppose it is delivered more than a year later than 
planned and it costs twice as much as originally agreed. 
Success or failure? ReseaJCb shows that - if at all there 
is a time schedule or a budget - many IT projects run 
out of time and appear to be much more expansive than 
planned. More and more, this overrunning time and 
budget is considered to be an aspect of failure, especial-



ly since user organizations are more likely to submit 
insurance claims - and with success! - for damage due to 
overrunning time and budgeL 

'Or,.ware' 
Secondly, one should not forget the social and organiz
ational components. The one-dimensional approach often 
leads to a situation in which a technological balanced 
product does not work because insuffICient attention is 
given to other components of technological change: the 
organizational, the economic and the social components. 
Like in the case of the insurance company 'The Hope', 
it occurs that a system does function in a technical 
sense, but still does not work 'properly', because there is 
no 'fit' between the tcchnical functioning and the work 
organization. Decision making processes with regard to 
IT appear to be dominated by considerations concerning 
the hardware and the software but not concerning the so 
called orgware. 

A v~ry C~fJ1' uomp/~ of lhis proc~ss we may r~cogniz~ 
i" 1M use of word processing programs, liJce 
WordPerfecl. TMse word processing $Jslems fJ1'e lechni· 
cally very well deve/op~d. SliIl, in moSI companies, OM 

hardly maJces us~ of 1M fIlIn'/erous options of IMSt 
programmes. Training programmes do nol exisl or 1M 
work organization is nol adapled to 1M new $Jsltm. In 
spile of all 1M lechnical possibilities of WordPerfecl 
moSI PC' s fJ1'~ used as polisMd typ~riltrS. This !IllS 
nolhing 10 do wilh technical failures, bUl wilh organiz
alional misuse. 

In our insurance company 'TM Ho~" )lOll hav~ recog
niz~d 1M s~ siluation wilh regfJ1'd 101M Accoll1l1 
pac/cage. TM organization just bollght lhis pac/cage. 
Initially il seems to have 110 effeci on 1M organization. 
BUI at 1M end il appefJ1'S 10 be 1M main cause of a com
plex reorganization wilhin two Deparlments! 

The quality of 1M organization therefore also is an 
important parameter of success. Success or failure 
depends in this sense on the effectivity and efficiency of 
the work processes. the coordination of work processes, 
the coordination between deparunents, etc. Furthermore, 
success and failure might have positive or negative 
consequences for the quality of lhe working life: how 
many work places will disappear, how many new places 
will be created. what will be the contents of jobs after 
automation .. will there be 'downgrading' or 'upgra
ding'... does automation creates opportunities for indi
vidual carriers or would automation lead to dead end 
jobs? 
This insuffICient attention does not only implies a 
missed chance to improve the quality of the working life 
for the personnel, but often this situation causes a lack 
of motivation of the workers in accepting the new sys
tem. Success of automation depends for a great deal on 
the good will of the people involved, as experienced 
system developers and project managers know. 
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Research on so called 'critical success factors' of tech
nological change shows that in many cases failures in 
automation are not only due to technical mistakes (minor 
quality of hardware and software), but also to social. 
economic and organizational failures ("it works but it 
does not fit"). These insights broaden the analysis of 
information technology towards an analysis of organiz
ational change: technological change is always interre
Ialed with organizational change. We must therefore 
analyze the constraints of technological development as 
organizational problems, threats and opportunities. 

Unbalanced Power 
Much of these problems are related to insufficient par
ticipation of users, management and staff. 
Many problems rise as 'semantic problems': users do 
not understand the DP-language and technological 
experts seem not able to understand the ordinary work 
organization. These semantic problems, however. are 
exponents of problems related to power. 
Distinct groups or parties are involved in each IT proj
ecL Each group has its own wishes and interests. We 
recognize the group of technical experts ("all we want is 
to deliver a good functioning system, conform the user 
specifICations"), the managers ("we want a cheap system 
that helps to increase the productivity and we want it in 
action by tomorrow"), the users ("we want a system that 
is reliable and smooth I!Dd does what we want it to do. 
although we do not know exactly how to explain our 
demands in technical specifications"), personnel manager 
("be aware of the quality of the work"), organization 
adviser ("technological change always implies organiz
ational change"), etc. 
Like always, these wishes and demands sometimes 
interfere. Not everybody will have power enough to 
realize his or her interests. Such a complex constellation 
of interests and power relations makes high demands to 
the management of IT projects. There must be room 
given to all parties involved to express their wishes, for 
everybody knows that success highly depends on good
will and acceptance of all groups. However, in spite of 
all good intentions, in the actual decision making pro
cess, the interests and wishes of one group still domi
nate. Decisions on IT are dictated by technical principles 
of design and the stra1Cgies of technological experts to 
realize their specifIC interests. This power basis rein
forces the unidimensional technical point of view men
tioned before. Especially those parties, whom we expect 
to have interests and wishes in the field of quality of the 
organization or quality of the working life (the manage
ment. the users and the staff) are not involved in the 
actual decision making ~. 
Be aware! This is not due to 'mean intentions' or 'mani
pulations' of the 'techs', but has grown from: 
a. the kind of problems the IT-branch had to solve dur
ing the past decennia and 
b. 'The A-team': the daily practice of IT development 
inside the user organization. 
Let us look at both processes. 



IT -problems (until the early eighties) 
As argued by Friedman and Comford (1989), since the 
fifties we may distinguish several phases in the history 
of information technology. 
The first peziod (from the early fifties until 1965) is 
characterized by the search to solve problems with 
regard to hardware constraints. The IT branch struggles 
with technical problems: it appear to be very problem
atic to build and implement big compulerS, although 
these machines had a rather small capacity compared 
with the turbo-compulerS of the nineties. But the techni
cians somehow succeed in producing and implementing 
these computers. Their products were snapped up by 
industry and offices. The client organizations were very 
eager to have computer capacity: it was Ihe age of ast0-

nishment anyhow! This situation made that the client 
organizations had to depend on the activities of the 
supplier companies. This was the basis for the power of 
IT during the next decennia. Technological change (and, 
in its wake, organizational change) was laid in the hands 
of technical experts within the IT -branch. In terms of 
organizational strategy we may say that the client organ
ization developed a very defensive strategy with regard 
to the supplier market of IT: a total dependency on 
developments that occur out of their reach. 
When in the middle of the sixties the price/performance 
ratio of computers improved - which was partly due to 
the decrease of the costs for hardware and to the 
increase of the computing capacity itself - the nawre of 
the problems of the IT-branch changed likewise. In the 
second peziod, that runs up to the early eighties, atten
tion shifted form hardware problems to software prob
lems. The supplier market for IT was growing and many 
hardware suppliers were in competition with each other, 
trying to price their competitors out of the market wilh 
faster and bigger machines. All these machines needed 
their own specifIC software. The hardware producers 
therefore had to develop individual software systems for 
their clients. In this period Ihe investment in software 
systems grew faster than Ihe investment in hardware. 
Especially in this period of software constraints Ihe 
power of the IT -branch expanded, because developing 
sogftware is a core function of the IT -branch. Develop
ing specific software for individual clients therefore 
increased the dependency of Ihe client organization. The 
power distance between IT and user organizations 
became bigger and bigger. The bastion of the techno
logical expens expanded and swted to look as an 'ivory 
tower'. 

'The A-team' 
There is a similar ivory tower inside many user orga
nizations as we may recognize in the daily practice of IT 
development Let us take a close look at the power 
position of the four most important parties. What kind of 
wishes and interests do they have and what chances do 
these groups have to realize their wishes? 

The mDNJgemenl of the user organization has interests in 
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the organizational aspects of technological change: does 
automation provides a more effective and more efficient 
organization? Will the new information system give the 
management beucr information in order to steer and 
control Ihe organization? 
The question is whether the management is able and 
capable to make these wishes come true? Obviously, this 
is often not the case. Although formally the manager is 
the most responsible person in the project organization. 
Ihe management often has 110 influences on !he system 
development process. Most managers do not have the 
capability nor the time to impose their wishes: ~It is up 
to you, ~ they say, WI do not understand this project 
entirely, and besides, their is more wort to do! Just 
write a master plan and I will put my signature on it!~ 

The stalf, responsible for organizational change and 
personnel management, should play an important role in 
the decision making process, according to the handbooks 
of organizational change. It belongs to their job to pay 
attention to the social and organizational components of 
technological development In daily practice however, 
this staff is 'conspicuous by its absence'. They pop up at 
the end of the process when the new system is about to 
be adopted, to provide training courses etc. Research in 
The Netherlands shows that in many organizations this 
staff is not invited to take part in the project organiz
ation at all. 

How about end user participation? We all know lhat end 
users in most cases have little influence. Technical 
experts only need user participation in order to get 
specific information with regard to the work flow. They 
need this information in order to develop a new auto
mated system. User participation is definitely not a form 
of 'organizational democracy' in which the users have 
some kind of power. Therefore there is no need for a 
'user representation'. All Ihe technicoans need is the 
assistance of a superuser: someone who knows both the 
technical procedures and the work processes in the user 
organization. Superusers exist in every organization: 
John (see page 2), for example is the superuser in our 
insurance company and Chris, the technical expert only 
wants to work with him. 

It is obvious. Speaking of power, of all parties involved, 
the technical experts form the most important pany in 
the decision making processes: the syswn analysts, !he 
programmers (to some extent), the syswn managers. 
The activities of these persons steer and manage the 
process. Together with the superusers they form Ihe A
leamofrr. 

Perhaps YOII know tM A-team: a tele-prodJU:tion in 
which lime after time fOIlT persons. well traiMd and 
IMir activities well geared for anotMr, sllCceed in fulfil
ling 1M most dangerous tasks within 50 minutes. wilhout 
being killed by IMir IUlSty eMmies. 



It is the A-team that in many companies steers and 
conducts the IT project Oook at John and Chris in our 
case). And please notice again: this power position is not 
based on manipulation; it seemed quite natural 10 solve 
problems Ibis way. The power of the A-team is based on 
the power of self-evidence. 
If you read again what happened in September in our 
case, you will see how successful such a team seem 10 

be ("they did it again .•. R). However, much later - in our 
case in from December on - problems come 10 lighc the 
system the A-team had made was sufficient in a techni
cal sense, but did cause a number of organizational and 
social problems. And our A-team had no answers 10 

such problems! 

Success and failure of IT is not just a technical matter. 
Therefore the decision making process should not be 
dominated by the technical experts. Successful techno
logical change demands a more integrated approach. 

The need of an integrated approach 

Some time ago a staff member of Philips' IT -depar~nt 
gave a lectUTe on the development of CDI. She told thai 
designers and marketing advisors, dealing with the 
development and distribution of IT products, had to be 
aware of the law of the 'diminishing amazement'. Since 
the early fifties, she saUl, the public is engulfed by nu
merous examples of technical miracles, one after 
another. People get used to technology as the producer 
of miracles. Therefore, slowly but surely the existence of 
'just another technological iIIvention' belongs to the 
IIOrmal way of life. This makes it very diffiCUlt to make 
use of people's admiration and aJ",uemellt ill iIItroduc
ing a new technology or new technological equipment. 
Clients are less amazed by technology itself and have 
become very ale" to marketing campaigns wilh regard 
to technology and very competent judges of the quality. 

The law of diminishing amazement does not only work 
with regard 10 the individual buyers of technological 
equipmenL Organizations as wen have become more 
alen than they were fony years ago: they do no longer 
see technological iMovation as the panacea for an dis
eases. This causes changes in the relation between the 
buyer organization and the IT -branch, or between the 
user department and the DP-depanment within the same 
company. More then ever the technicians (the IT-branch 
and the DP-deparunents) have 10 concentrate on the 
quality of their products in stead of making use of the 
Rwidespread believe in technological change as the only 
way outR. Theses chances imply a remarkable INUTn 
with regard to the strategic relation between the client 
organization and the supplier market of technological 
investment goods and with regard to the role and posi
tion of the technical experts. 

U-tura in strategy 
The change in strategic relations becomes visible when 
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we look at the third period (from the early eighties until 
the nineties) of IT developmenL In Ibis period the nature 
of IT -problems is on the shift again: from hardware and 
software constraints to constraints with regard 10 the 
relation between the technological expen.s and the user 
organization. From the early eighties on, as Friedman 
and Cornford (1989) argue, the IT-branch was c0nfro
nted with user relation constraints in an increasing 
degree. Of course hardware and software I¥Oblems still 
exist but these problems are of secondary imponance 
compared with the user relations constraints. The user 
organizations become aware of the interrelation between 
the technological developments and the organizational 
changes. The development of the information technology 
evokes changes in work flows, in the adjusunent 
between departments etc. All these organizational 
changes emerge as such, as by-products of technology. 
The client organizations became aware that the techno
logical development was able to change the vital func
tions of an organization in a crucial, but uncontroned 
way and that is unacceptable. 
The relation between organizational demands and tech
nological development tends to inverc the organization 
no longer adjusts itself to the technological development, 
but the technology has to prove its ability to improve the 
organization. 'Quality programmes', 'maintenance', 
'system management' became more and more imponant. 
more imponant even than 'mainframe capacity' or even 
'technical compatibility'. This ct.ange in attitude IOwards 
technological change implies a change in organizational 
strategy. No longer client organizations develop a strictly 
defensive strategy towards the IT-branch. More and 
more one can trace offensive strategies trying to steer 
the development in the IT-branch in stead of the other 
way around. This, on its tum, demands much more 
flexibility inside the IT-branch then before. 

U-turn in role aad positioa of the techaical experts 
In the slipstream of Ibis transfonnation the relation 
between the technical experts and the users (the man
agers, the end users) changes. The involved parties in 
the client organization demand more influence in the 
decision making process with regard to the development 
and implementation of technical - and organizational -
systems. 'User involvement' becomes a hot issue. 
However the problem is that these developments 
demands lOIally different capacities and qualifications of 
the technical experts than in the fll'St and second period. 
To some extent, hardware and software I¥Oblems are 
problems strictly related to the IT -discipline itself. Of 
course, these problems are huge, but it is a home match 
for the branch. To solve these problems one can rely 
upon the quality and capacity of the technical experts. 
However, user constraints have a different nature than 
hardware and software consuaints. User problems are 
organizational problems and 10 solve these problems 
other expenises are requested (on the domains of organ
izational change, human resource management, organiz
ational redesign, etc.). The IT-branch - as it has devel-



oped itself sofar - delivers no expertise in these field and 
other experts (organization advisors, personnel managers, 
experts in decision making processes) manage 10 enter 
the arena of r.eclmologic.al and organizational change. 
Thal implies that the power basis of the technicians is 
crumbling. The technician is no longer the only expert, 
but one of the advisers with regard to a complex reor
ganization in which the change of technology is one 
aspect, besides other aspects (organizational, social and 
economic components of technologic.al and organi
zational change). 

The only way out of these problems is 10 broaden up the 
expertise of the parties involved in developing and 
implementing tec:hnologic.al change. The development 
and implementation of information technology need an 
integrated approach in which the designing processes are 
not only technology oriented but also organization 
oriented. The redesigning of technology and organization 
is a mutual and interrelated process. Traditional informa
tion technology methodology and IOOIs may be insuffi
cient for such complex task. The integrated approach 
needs new methods and new instruments, in which 
special attention is paid 10 the participation of users, 
management, and staff in the decision-making process of 
technological developmenL 

Technology and Organization: an Integrated 
Approach • 
The integrated approach of technology and organization 
stands for an overall approach of the management of 
technological and organizational change. This approach 
covers four domiins: 
1. strategic orientation (tuning of organizational and 
technological policies), 
2. project diagnosis (mapping relevant critic.al success 
faclOrs), 
3. integrated design (the making of an integrated techno
logical and organizational design) and 
4. clulnge mo.nagemenl (the organization of technologic.al 
change). 

figure 2. Four domains of the integrated approach 

In this par3gJ'llph we will shortly indicate the contents of 
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these four domains and the kind of instruments and IOOls 
requested for this approach. We do not present a new 
methodology, but a perspective. Analysing the impact of 
an integrated approach: what would these four domains 
looks like in order 10 improve technologic.al and organ
izational change? Like all perspectives, sometimes this 
perspective scans at hand, sometimes it is still far away. 

Strategic: orientation 
The domain of strategic orientation focus on 'tuning'. 
This tuning aims at a consensus between all parties 
involved with regard 10 the goals of technological 
change and the different ways these goals might be 
achieved. 

"Let me explain", the consultant saUl to the Gelltral 
Manager of 'The Hope', "Bt/ore we start anather IT 
project, I want a gelltral meeting with all parties 
involved: the technical experts, the mo.nager of the /JUr 
departmellt, the users, the ptrsollMl mo.nager, the orga
nization staff. First we have to acltUve a gelltral agree
ment on the overall strategy of this organizational 
change. We mJLft I'1JIJke clear to all of them that IT is not 
a product 1I'ItlIk by the technicians to be used by the 
users.. not even a product 1I'ItlIk by the technicians 
cOIISwting the users, but that rr is a product of the users 
themselves, supported by several experts, among them 
the technicians ... " 

The first step is always a strategic one. 
It is important that everybody will agree that developing 
new technology actually means developing a new organ
ization. This may look like a simple statement, but in 
the daily reality in organizations the impact of such 
statement would be a complete swing in the 'normal' 
way of thinking. Most people still think of technologic.al 
change in terms of systems, hardware and procedures. 
Ask members of an organization: "What would be the 
first thing we should do in order 10 develop new tech
nology?". Probably, they would focus on 'the investiga
tion of existing systems and packages' or the 'inquiry of 
the users needs'. Only a few would say: "Let us first 
reconsider our work processes". Thinking of an inte
gration of tec:hnologic.al and organizational change 
requires a different level of thinking. Organizational 
change means: new strategies with regard 10 the environ
ment, new organizational goals, new ways 10 organize 
the work flow and - as only one of the organizational 
components - new systems and programmes. 

Several instruments and IOOls have been developed 10 
achieve such strategic tuning. A 'luning instrument' has 
been developed and applied in organizations: participants 
at strategic meetings give their opinion with regard 10 
selected swements on IT. So doing, they start a process 
of reconsideration of common knowledge on IT. The 
same reconsideration is achieved in a management simu
lation in which distinct participants play several roles in 
the decision making process. 



But achieving the right insight is only the fll'Sl - though 
important - step forwards. One can make castles in the 
air, but those castles need specific fundaments or other
wise they will collapse like houses of cards. Such funda
ments are formed by the following three fundaments of 
organizational change: diagnosis. design and change. 
These three fundaments form the next three domains of 
the integrated approach. 
The fIrSt step is the ditlgnosis, the careful examination of 
the complex organizational problems; an 'anamnesis' has 
to be made of the state of the art in the organization 
with regard to distinct aspects in order to get insights in 
the conditions f(X successful change. 
Secondly, a plan for the redesign of distinct subsystems 
of an organization has to be made. 
Third, this redesign has to be implemented in the organ
ization. This concerns change manage~nt itself. This 
fundament deals with the decision making processes 
with regard to the organizational and technological 
change. 

Project diagnosis 
Which critical factors of success with regard to the 
technological and organizational changes could be traced 
in the organization? These critical factors do not only 
focus on the technological component, but also on orga
nizational constraints: the organizational environment, 
the characteristics of the organization itself and above all 
the existing constellation of power and interests of the 
parties involved. 

"ut me uplain", the consultalll said to the General 
Manager of 'The Hope', "When we start this new pro
ject I want 10 m.aJc4 a full and precise diagnosis of all 
possible critical factors in the organization. I want to 
Jcnow where things may go wrong. This analysis does 
not only focus on the technical aspects .. I have read the 
critical analysis of our DP-depart~1II with regard to 
the proposed configuration. I know the problems in that 
area .. But I do not know what kind of problems I mighJ 
co~ across at organizational and social level. Which 
depart~1IJs are involved? Which work processes will 
change? How critical is the deadline for imple~ntation 
considering the work load. etc. Who emct/y wi/I use the 
MW system? Do their jobs change and to what ate1lJ? 
I need to know more about these things in advance, 
because I know that especially organizational and social 
aspects form' critical faclOrs of success". 

There are several instruments for project diagnosis, all 
developed by the computer service indus!ry and software 
houses. It is very important for IT -companies to have a 
clear insight in the problem"s they might come across 
before they swt a project for their clients. And of 
course, learned by bitter experiences, these companies 
nowadays do pay attention to social and organizational 
aspects. One of the largest software houses in The Neth
erlands uses an instrument (a set of checklists) that focus 
on: 
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- aims of the project 
- methodology and standards 
- social and organizational aspects 
- procedures 
- project organization and user participation 
- auditing and control 
- technical infrastructure 
- existing technological expertise in the user organization 
- specifIC project constraints (deadlines) 
eu:. 
This looks fIne, but a careful analysis of this instrument 
shows that, although several social and organizational 
aspects are mentioned in the list, the focus still remains 
on technical aspects. The company wants to sell a soft
ware product and wants to know under what conditions 
this product will function. The company has no interest 
in selling a complex and costly reorganization. They 
won't be competitive anymore when they do so! 
Nevertheless. it is important that social, economic and 
organizational aspects fInd a place in some kind of pr0-
ject diagnosis. H we can not in fairness ask of the IT
branch to provide this, the user company must do it 
itself. First, this requires the active participation of man
agement, staff and users in doing this analysis them
selves. Their involvement is important because these 
groups will be able - more than the technicians ever will 
- to bring the organizational and social components of 
technological change into the decision making process. 
Secondly, it requires 'organization oriented checlclists'. 
In The Netherlands, for example, the ST A-methodology 
has been developed and applied. ST A (Social Technol
ogy Assessment) is - as the name indicates - a method 
for the assessment of the social and organizational 
aspects of technological change. The STA-method can 
be used by staff management (personnel managers, 
organization consultants) in order to get more grip on 
the decision making process of automation. 
ST A aims at the foHowing 
• to coHect more detailed information concerning the 
automation plans, the impact of these plans on the org
anization, the work flow, the job characteristics and the 
workers and 
• to make a judgment of these impacts in terms of the 
quality of the organisation and the quality of the work
ing liCe. 
Some checlclists of the ST A-method are used as tools in 
a project diagnosis in order to get more information with 
regard to the economic, social and organizational aspects 
of the projecL 

STA appears 10 be very useful as OM user explains: 
"STA was very important for us: at last we were able to 
gain insighJ ill the possible organizational and social 
conseq~nces of the alUomalion project. And we were -
and still are! - able to use this stronger positio1l to get 
things doM. We agreed that ill the jull1Te the system 
developers and the staff managers will cooperate 10 Kse 

the STA-method (or so~ parts of it) in new tJIIlOmatioll 
projects. Somehow, 1M STA-vision seems 10 be adopted 



by the staff already: 1IQWadays they refer in their reports 
to the possibk conseque1lces of automatio1l for the qual
ity of the organizatio1l and the quality of the worki1lg 
life ..... 

Integrated Design 
Integrated design emphasizes on the inleZTClation 
between these distinct oomponents of technological and 
organizational change. 

"Let me uplain", the Head of the Departmelll said to 
the General Manager of 'The Hope', "I dt:J IIOt mind to 
be the chairman of the steeri1lg committee again i1l the 
next IT project. Bill if so, I want to work wilh a 'mJdti
expert' group to help lIS to maJce the integrated desig1l ... 
I need a technical apert, someone from the [UllJllcial 
departmelll to help lIS to maJce a cost/benefit analysis, 
experts 011 organizational tUvelopmelll, the persoMtI 
1TIIIIUJger to help investigate the exact organizational and 
social implications of this project ..... 

An integrated design oonsists of the following parts: 

• Technical design 
• Costs/beneits design 
• Organization design and Job design: 

a. workflows and organizational structure 
b. job redesign 
c. personnel management 

• Technical tUsig1l 
Much attention has been paid to this part of an inte
grated design, not only in the traditional methodology to 
develop new systems, but also in the numerous experi
ments to develop a system in relation to the social and 
organizational contexL In the wake of the 'Scandinavian 
approach' instruments and tools for an integrated techni
cal design have been developed in many European 
countries. Most examples oC participatory design focus 
on this part (GreenbaumlKyng, 1991). 
• Costslbene/il tUsign 
Most studies on IT Cocus on the importance to have a 
clear view on costs and benefits of a specific IT-project, 
beCore the srart oC the projecL However, this appears to 
be very difficulL rust, costs and benefits are not only 
related to the technological aspects (oosts oC hardware, 
software or hired expertise), but also to the other compo
nents: organizational change, development of tasks, 
training, elC. How to calculate oosts and benefits related 
to these aspects? Secondly, it seems to be diffICult to 
make cost/benefits analyses with regard to oomplex 
projects, like IT projects, in general: "making 
costs/benefits analyses is a gamblers job", an economist 
once said. 
• Organizational design and job desig1l 
An integraled design oonsists of a sophisticau:d plan 
with regard to the organizational and the social aspects 
oC change. What would be the new organizational SInlC
ture, what do future jobs look like? 
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a. work flows and organizational structure 
'Developing a new technological system means deve
loping a new organization'. Integrated design needs a 
methodology (vision, instrwnents, tools) in order 10 

redesign the organizational structure closely related 10 

the development of the technological sttucture. 
This is a very important SUbjecL There is a structural 
affinity between the principles of technological and 
organizational design. Research shows that the design 
principles nonnally used in system development 
(bases on data oriented or process oriented methods) 
have a very strong resemblance with the design prin
ciples of a Tayloristic organization (highly divided 
work flows, small jobs). This implies that technologi
cal development somehow forces the organization 
IOwards a Tayloristic organization. 
However there is a strong tendency 10 redesign org
anizations in a different way: decentralization, func
tional integration, all round departments, highly aulO
nomous business units and oontract management, elC. 

There are well developed methodologies 10 restruc
ture work flows and organizational SInlCture acoord
ing 10 these new organizational principles. 
But the new organizational principles do not fit with 
the traditional principles of system design! There 
seem 10 be more resemblance with some so called 
object oriented design principles. This subject 
requires more research. 

• Job redesign 
Plans have 10 be made to redesign jobs: job redesign 
concerns the job oontents (small or complex) as well 
as jobs autonomy and oontrol structure. It is import
ant 10 have this part oC the integrated design ready 
before the oonstruction of the new technical system. 
Job redesign might lead 10 other specifications of the 
technical design. There is a long tradition in the 
development oC methods and instruments with regard 
10 job redesign related 10 technical design. 

• Personnel management 
It is important 10 develop plans Cor training and edu
cation, Cor recruitment, selection, replacement or 
retrenchment, etc. 

CbaDge m8ll8lement 
The domain of change management Cocus on the deci
sion making process with regard 10 the teclmological and 
organizational change and on the process of actual impl
ementation of the new structures. 

HLet me uplai1l", the General Manager of 'The Hope' 
said to one of the staff members of the Deparlmelll of 
organizational developme1lt, "We are tUaling with a very 
complu operation, as )'Oil can see. Several groups are 
involved in the new project organization: the lLSer man
agemelll, the lISers themselves, dilferelll experts, etc. We 
need someone who coordinated this complu process. 
We need an archilect of the illlegrated approach. That is 
a [1M job for yow" 



The integralCd approach makes high demands 10 the role 
and position of all persons involved and 10 the new 
project organization 
• User 1I'IIJIUlgement 
The management has the fmal responsibility for the 
projecL These managers need to worle in the core of the 
new project organization. Any attitude of rejection rI 
am not involved") would be disastrous fer the success of 
the projecL 
• Staff 
The organization staff, the personnel manager and the 
DP-staff will playa new role in the projecL This implies 
a reorganization of the staff itself. According to Taylor's 
ideas of functional management most of the larger or
ganizations in Europe have specialized staff experts: 
personnel management, DP-management, organizational 
development, eu:. The integrated approach requires a 
very close contact between specialists. Diagnosis, design 
and implementation of the distinct subsystems have 10 

be supported by a multi apert team of staff members, 
who constantly 'lUne' the several components of techno
logical and organizational change. This expert team 
(technicians, organization advisers, financial experts and 
personnel managezs) helps the user organization with 
diagnosis and design. This support team would function 
in a more consttuctive way then the A-team. 
• Users 
Users will have a active part in the development of 
technical systems and organizational structures. There 
are many ideas and notions with regard to user participa
tion. Traditionally, system development methodology 
focus on the participation of the users in order 10 formu
late the speciflCations needed for the construction of the 
new system. Other methods indicate that users do also 
have an important role with regard to the implemen
tation of the new system. They focus on the role of the 
users in the phase of the evaluation of the projecL 
The integrated approach requires more than user specifi
cation or evaluation activities. Users must play an active 
role in the project diagnosis and in the integrated design 
(system, organization, jobs). This is the cenual notion of 
cooperative design (Greenbaum/Kyng, 1991). 
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To realize the integralCd approach a project organization 
should be build (see figure 3), based on so called inte
grated groups, each consisting of managerslusezs, sup
ported by a multi expert team. Each group concentrates 
on the diagnosis and design with regard to the main 
components of technological and organizational change: 
the technical component., the ~ component 
and the component with regard to the personnel. The 
activitivities of these groups, of course, need mutual 
adjustmenL 

jig/Ue 3. Integrated groups 
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